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Abstract
Inclusive jet differential cross sections for the reaction ep ~ jet + X at Q2 below 4 GeV 2 have been measured with the
ZEUS detector at HERA using an integrated luminosity of 0.55 pb - t . These cross sections are given in the kinematic region
0.2 < y < 0.85, for jet pseudorapidities in the ep-laboratory range - 1 < ~ t < 2 and refer to jets at the hadron level
with a cone radius of one unit in the 7 / - ~b plane. These results correspond to quasi-real photoproduction at centre-of-mass
energies in the range 130-270 GeV and, approximately, for jet pseudorapidities in the interval - 3 < r/~t(yp CMS) < 0.
These measurements cover a new kinematic regime of the partonic structure of the photon, at typical scales up to ,-~300 GeV 2
and photon fractional momenta down to x~, ,-, 10 -2. Leading logarithm parton shower Monte Carlo calculations, which
include both resolved and direct processes and use the predictions of currently available parametrisations of the photon patton
distributions, describe in general the shape and magnitude of the measured ~et and E~ t distributions.
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1. Introduction
In photon-proton reactions, two types of QCD processes contribute to jet production at leading order
[ 1,2] : either the photon interacts directly with a patton
in the proton (the direct process) or the photon acts
as a source of partons which scatter off those in the
proton (the resolved process). The final state consists
of two partons from the hard process, carrying large
transverse momenta and balancing each other, with
the proton remnant carrying little transverse momentum. In resolved processes, a hadronic system from the
fragmentation of the spectator parton (s) in the photon
is also expected.
At HERA, photoproduction is studied via ep scattering at low four-momentum transfers (Q2 ~ 0, in
what follows referred to as low Q2 interactions). The
first year of HERA operation led to the observation
of hard scattering in yp collisions with evidence for
multijet structure and the presence of the resolved process [3,4]. The study of two-jet events allowed the
separation of the resolved and direct processes [5].
Differential jet cross sections as a function of
transverse energy (do/dE~ t) and pseudorapidity
(do-/d~ jet) in the low Q2 regime are sensitive to
the partonic content of the proton and the photon
[2,6]. The dependence on the parton content of the
photon can be isolated by studying jet production at
sufficiently high ~~,jet
In this region, jet cross sections
T
"
involve proton parton distributions in a kinematic
range constrained by previous experiments. Before
HERA, the hadronic structure of the photon has
been experimentally investigated mainly in inclusive
ey deep inelastic scattering at e+e - colliders [7].
Leading order (LO) [8,9] and next-to-leading order
(NLO) [10-12] fits to these data allowed the ex(grant No. PB 861/2/91 and No. 2 2372 9102, grant No. PB 2
2376 9102 and No. PB 2 0092 9101).
37 Partially supported by the German Federal Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFF).
38 Supported by the German Federal Ministry for Research
and Technology (BMFT), the Volkswagen Foundation, and the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
39 Supported by the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science
through funds provided by CICYT.
40 Supported by the Particle Physics and Astronomy Research
Council.
41 Supported by the US Department of Energy.
42 Supported by the US National Science Foundation.

traction of the quark densities in the photon but left
the gluon density essentially unconstrained. Recently,
measurements of jet cross sections in y y interactions
at TRISTAN have been presented [ 13]. These jet
cross sections probed the photon structure at scales
Qr2 ,-~ 6-100 GeV 2, where 0~ is taken to be the
squared transverse momenta of the outgoing partons,
and involved partons in the photon with fractional
momenta (x r) down to --~ 10 -1. The comparison to
LO QCD predictions showed that the contribution
from the gluon content of the photon was essential to
describe these measurements successfully. The measurement of do'/dE~ t and do'/d~ et for inclusive jet
production at low Q2 at HERA tests the predictions of
the parametrisations of the photon parton distributions
at higher Q~ scales and gives information concerning
the gluon density at lower x r values with respect to
existing results. First measurements of do'/d~ jet by
the H1 Collaboration [ 14], in a narrower kinematic
range than reported in the present paper, indicated a
discrepancy with respect to LO QCD expectations.
In this paper we extend the measurement of
dot/dE jet and do'/drl jet to a wider region of ~jet
~r
~,jet
rljet
~jet
(8 GeV < ~r < 41 GeV) and
(-1 <
< 2)
with respect to existing results. This kinematic region corresponds to photoproduction interactions at
centre-of-mass energies in the range 130-270 GeV.
The '/7jet range studied in the ep laboratory frame corresponds to different angular ranges in the yp centreof-mass system (CMS) depending on the longitudinal boost. For the bulk of the data it is approximately
- 3 < ~ j e t ( C M S ) < 0. These measurements probe
Qr2 scales up to ~300 GeV 2 and x~, down to ,-,10 -2.
LO QCD calculations including both resolved and direct processes are compared to the measured jet cross
sections in this new kinematic regime. The data sample used in this analysis was collected during 1993
with the ZEUS detector at HERA and corresponds to
an integrated luminosity of 0.55 pb -l.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. HERA operation
The experiment was performed at the electronproton collider HERA using the ZEUS detector.
During 1993 HERA operated with electrons of en-

ZEUS Collaboration/PhysicsLetters B 342 (1995) 417-432

ergy Ee = 26.7 GeV colliding with protons of energy
Ep = 820 GeV. HERA is designed to run with 210
bunches separated by 96 ns in each of the electron
and proton rings. For the 1993 data taking, 84 paired
bunches were filled for each beam, and, in addition,
10 electron and 6 proton bunches were left unpaired
for background studies. The electron and proton beam
currents were typically 10 mA and typical instantaneous luminosities were ,~ 6.1029 cm -2 s -1 .

2.2. The ZEUS detector and trigger conditions
ZEUS is a multipurpose magnetic detector whose
configuration for the 1993 running period has been
described elsewhere [15,16]. Here we give a brief
description concentrating on those parts of the detector
relevant for the present analysis.
Charged particles are tracked by two concentric
cylindrical drift chambers, the vertex detector (VXD)
and the central tracking detector (CTD), which operate in a magnetic field of 1.43 T provided by a
thin superconducting coil. The coil is surrounded
by a high-resolution uranium-scintillator calorimeter
(CAL) divided into three parts, forward 43 (FCAL)
covering the pseudorapidity 44 region 4.3 > ~Ta > 1.1,
barrel (BCAL) covering the central region 1.1 >
r/a _> - 0 . 7 5 and rear (RCAL) covering the backward
region - 0 . 7 5 > r/a > -3.8. The solid angle coverage
is 99.7% of 4¢r. The CAL parts are subdivided into
towers which in turn are subdivided longitudinally
into electromagnetic (EMC) and hadronic (HAC)
sections. The sections are subdivided into cells, each
of which is viewed by two photomultiplier tubes.
The CAL is compensating, giving equal response
to hadrons and electrons. Measurements under test
beam conditions show that the energy resolution is
oe/E = 0 . 1 8 / V ~ ( E in GeV) for electrons and
crE/E = 0.35/v/-E for hadrons [ 17]. In the analysis
presented here CAL cells with EMC (HAC) energy
43 The ZEUS coordinate system is defined as right-handed with
the z axis pointing in the proton beam direction, hereafter referred
to as forward, and the x axis horizontal, pointing towards the
centre of HERA.
44 The pseudorapidity is defined as - In(tan o ). where the polar
angle O is taken with respect to the proton beam direction, and
is denoted by r/a (,1) when the polar angle is taken with respect
to the nominal interaction point (the reconstructed vertex of the
interaction).
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below 60 MeV ( 110 MeV) are excluded to minimize
the effect of calorimeter noise. This noise is dominated by uranium activity and has an r.m.s, value
below 19 MeV for EMC cells and below 30 MeV for
HAC cells. For measuring the luminosity as well as
for tagging very small Q2 processes, we use two leadscintillator calorimeters located at 107 m and 35 m
downstream from the interaction point in the electron direction [ 18]. They detect the bremsstrahlung
photons and the scattered electrons respectively.
Data were collected using a three level trigger [ 15 ].
The First Level Trigger (FLT) is built as a deadtimefree pipeline. The FLT for the sample of events analysed in this paper required a logical OR of different
conditions on sums of energy in the CAL cells. The
average FLT acceptance for the events under study was
90%. The Second Level Trigger used information
from a subset of detector components to differentiate
physics events from backgrounds consisting mostly of
proton beam gas interactions. The Third Level Trigger
applies physics specific selections using the full event
information. For this analysis the following conditions
were required: a) the event has a reconstructed vertex
from the tracking chambers (VXD+CTD) with the z
value in the range ]zl < 75 cm; b) E - P z > 8 GeV,
where E is the total energy as measured by the CAL
and Pz is the z-component of the vector p = ]~iEiri
(Ei is the energy of the cell i, and r i is a unit vector along the line joining the reconstructed vertex and
the geometric centre of the cell i; the sum runs over
all cells); c) pz/E < 0.94 to reject beam-gas interactions; and d) the total transverse energy as measured
by the CAL, excluding the cells whose polar angles
are below 10°, exceeds 12 GeV.

3. Data selection criteria
In order to select ep interactions with jet activity, a
search for jet structure using the CAL cells (see Section 5) is performed, and events with at least one jet
~jet
fulfilling the conditions ~r, cal > 6 GeV and - 1 <

~et

ca1 < 2 are retained. A total of 30,366 events satisfy
these conditions. The contamination from beam-gas
interactions, cosmic showers and halo muons is negligible after demanding: a) at least two tracks pointing
to the vertex; b) if there are only two tracks pointing
to the vertex the opening angle between them (or) sat-
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isfy cos ot > -0.996; c) the vertex position along the
beam axis lies in the range - 4 8 cm < z < 36 cm; d)
less than five tracks not associated with the vertex and
compatible with an interaction upstream in the direction of the proton beam; and e) the total missing transverse momentum (/Jr) be small compared to the total transverse energy ( ~ t ) by r e q u i r i n g ~ r / X / ~ <
2 GeV 1/2. The last condition also rejects events from
ep deep inelastic scattering (DIS) charged current interactions where the final state neutrino remains undetected. DIS neutral current events are removed from
the sample as described in our previous publications
[4,5].
At this stage the sample consists of events from ep
interactions with Q2 < 4 GeV 2. The y p centre-ofmass energy (W) is calculated using the expression
W = ~ ,
where y is the inelasticity variable.
The event sample is restricted to the kinematic range
0.2 < y < 0.85 using the following procedure. The
method of Jacquet-Blondel [ 19], applied to the low
Q2 regime [20], yJa = ( E - p z ) / ( 2 E e ) , is used to
estimate y from the energies measured in the CAL
cells. For events tagged by an electron in the electron calorimeter of the luminosity monitor, the variable y is measured independently using the relation
Ye = 1 - Ere( 1 - c o s Ore)/ ( 2Ee ), where Ere and ale are
the energy and the angle of the scattered electron, respectively. A comparison of Ye and YJB shows that YJB
is systematically smaller by approximately 20%. This
discrepancy is attributed to the energy lost in the inactive material in front of the CAL and to particles
lost in the rear beam pipe. It is adequately reproduced
in the Monte Carlo simulation of the detector. To allow for this effect, in the event selection we required
0.16 < YJB < 0.7.
The final sample consists of 19,485 events containing 24,504 jets. A fraction of these events is expected to have an electron observed in the electron
calorimeter of the luminosity monitor, whose acceptance reaches up to Q2 ,~ 0.02 GeV 2 [21]. In fact,
5065 of the 19,485 events are found with such electrons, which when combined with the acceptance, indicates that the bulk of the data originate from the photoproduction regime (Q2 ,.~ 0). The only significant
background is from unidentified DIS neutral current
interactions with Q2 > 4 GeV 2, which is estimated to
be below 2% using Monte Carlo techniques.

4. Monte Carlo simulation
Samples of events were generated using Monte
Carlo simulations to determine the response of the
detector to jets of hadrons. From this, the correction factors for the inclusive jet cross sections were
obtained.
The programs PYTHIA-5.6 [22] and HERWIG-5.7
[23] were used to generate photoproduction events
via resolved and direct processes. The lepton-photon
vertex was modelled according to the WeizsiickerWilliams approximation in PYTHIA. In the case of
HERWIG, the exact matrix elements were used for
direct processes ( eg ~ eq~t and eq ~ eqg) and
the equivalent photon approximation for resolved processes. The effects of initial state bremsstrahlung from
the electron were simulated by PYTHIA using the
NLO electron structure function [24]. However, radiative corrections in our kinematic region, where W
is larger than 100 GeV, are expected to be negligible [ 21 ]. Events were generated using the leading order predictions by GRV [ 10] for the photon parton
distributions and MRSD_ [25] for the proton patton
distributions. In addition, samples of events using the
LAC1 parametrisation [9] for the photon and MRSD0
[25] for the proton parton distributions were studied. In these generators, the partonic processes were
simulated using leading order matrix elements, with
the inclusion of initial and final state parton showers.
Fragmentation into hadrons was performed using the
LUND [26] string model as implemented in JETSET
[27] in the case of PYTHIA, and the cluster model
in the case of HERWIG. Samples of events were generated with different values of the cutoff on the transverse momentum of the two outgoing partons starting
at/~rmin = 2.5 GeV/c.
In addition, Monte Carlo events from low Q2
diffractive processes were generated. It is expected
that these processes contribute to inclusive jet production [28], and experimental evidence for their
existence has been found at HERA by the H1 and
ZEUS Collaborations [29]. The final states corresponding to these processes, which are not accounted
for by either PYTHIA or HERWIG, have been simulated using the program POMPYT [30], The Monte
Carlo events were generated with the cutoff on the
transverse momentum set to/~rmin = 3 GeV/c in the
two-body hard collision.
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All generated events were passed through the ZEUS
detector and trigger simulation programs [ 15]. They
were reconstructed using standard ZEUS off-line programs and passed through the same analysis chain as
the data.

5. Jet search

A cone algorithm in pseudorapidity (r/) - azimuth
(~b) space [ 31,32] is used to reconstruct jets, from the
energy depositions in the CAL cells in both data and
generated events, and also from the final state hadrons
in the generated events.
The procedure is explained in detail for the jet reconstruction from the CAL energies (cal jets). CAL
cells satisfying the thresholds explained in Section 2.2
are considered with their r / - ~b determined from the
unit vectors joining the vertex of the interaction and
the geometric centres of the cells. In the first step,
each CAL cell with a transverse energy in excess of
300 MeV is considered as a seed for the search. These
seeds are combined if their distance in r / - ~b space,
R = x/Ate2 + AT] 2, is smaller than 1 unit. Then a cone
of radius R = l is drawn around each seed and the
CAL cells within that cone are combined to form a
cluster. The axis of the cluster is defined according to
the Snowmass convention [ 32] : r/cluster (~cluster) is the
transverse energy weighted mean pseudorapidity (azimuth) of all the CAL cells belonging to that cluster.
A new cone of radius 1 unit is then drawn around the
axis of the cluster. All cells inside the cone are used
to recalculate a new cluster axis. The procedure is iterated until the content of the cluster does not change.
The energy sharing of overlapping clusters is then
considered. Two clusters are merged if the common
transverse energy exceeds 75% of the total transverse
energy of the cluster with the lowest transverse energy; otherwise two different clusters are formed and
the common cells are assigned to the nearest cluster.
Finally a cluster is called a jet if ~ r luster exceeds 6 GeV.
In the present analysis only jets with ~et in the range
- 1 < ~et < 2 are selected.
In the case of Monte Carlo events, the same jet
algorithm is also applied to the final state particles.
The jets found are called had jets. In this search, all
particles with lifetimes larger than 10 -13 s and with
polar angles between 5 ° and 175 ° are considered. The
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variables associated with the had jets are denoted by
EJT,ethad' r~hhatd' and ~eatd, while the ones for the cal jets
pjet

"et

~et

by ~T, cal' 7/Jcal' and cal"
The characteristics of the caljets in the Monte Carlo
samples of PYTHIA and HERWIG were compared
to those in the data. As the energy corrections to the
cal jets and the correction factors to the observed inclusive jet distributions depend on the features of the
had jets, the characteristics of the jets in the data must
be adequately reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulations. Two studies have been performed. The first
one investigates the charged particle content of the
jets. in the region where tracks are well reconstructed
(I~tll < 1). The second check extends the study to
both charged and neutral particles in the entire ~ t 1
region under consideration ( - 1 < rfl~tl < 2).
In the I~1 < 1 region, the multiplicity distribution and the pr-spectrum of charged particles within
the cal jets have been compared for data and Monte
Carlo samples using tracks reconstructed by the
CTD+VXD. The tracks were required to be in the
ranges I'r/track[ ,( 1.5 and p~ack > 300 MeV, where
p~ack is the transverse momentum of the track with
respect to the beam axis. Tracks were associated with
a cal jet when the extrapolated trajectory reached the
CAL within the cone of the cal jet. PYTHIA describes
all the measured distributions well, while HERWlG
underestimates the multiplicity by ~ 11% and exhibits
a p~aek-spectrum which is somewhat too hard.
The second study is extended to both charged and
neutral particles by investigating the transverse energy
profile around the jet in A t / = r/een - ~et
cap and A4, _--__
-- cal" The density of transverse energy in the
hemisphere of the jet (integrated over IA, I <
per unit of pseudorapidity, as a function of At/, is
shown in Fig. 1 (top row) for the inclusive jet data
• t
"et
sample (black dots) in three r/c~l ranges: - 1 < ~al <
0, 0 < ~;t1 < 1 and 1 < ~e~t1 < 2. In addition, the
density of transverse energy integrated over IAr/I < 1,
as a function of A~b, is presented in the bottom row of
Fig. 1 for the same sample. The Monte Carlo expectations from the event sample of PYTHIA including
the resolved plus direct contributions (histogram) are
compared to the data in the same figure: the two contributions are added according to the cross sections given
by the generators. Here the comparison between data
and Monte Carlo expectations has been made in terms
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Fig. 1. Transverse energy profiles as functions of the distance from the jet axes, AT/ (integrated over lambI < ~'/2; top row) and Aq~
(integrated over JAr/I < 1; bottom row), for jets with -r,
RjetcaJ > 6 GeV and - 1 < ~ < 2 in the data (black dots; the statistical errors are
smaller than the size of the symbols) and PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples including both resolved and direct processes (histogram).

of CAL transverse energy densities uncorrected for
detector effects. The transverse energy profile within
the jet and its vicinity for the data is well described by
the Monte Carlo expectations in most of the ~]t1range
considered. The exact height of the peak in the Monte
Carlo distributions has been studied and observed to
depend on the particular admixture of resolved and direct processes used. The distribution outside the peak
hardly changes except when the extreme choice of including only direct processes is considered. The decrease of the At/distribution seen both in data and
Monte Carlo expectations in the region At/ > 2 for
the forward jets (1 < ~cea~ < 2) is a geometric effect: the most forward edge of the FCAL is at r/d =
4.3. These comparisons indicate that, although there
is some discrepancy for the forward-going jets in the
region A~/ > 1, the core of the jet (i.e. IA~7[ < 1 and
IA~I < ~/2) is adequately reproduced by PYTHIA.
The results of these studies show that the Monte

Carlo simulations adequately reproduce the properties
of the jets. Therefore, the Monte Carlo simulations
have been used to determine the energy corrections
and correction factors for jets in the region - 1 <
~]J2;tl < 2.

5.1. Energy corrections to jets
The comparison of the reconstructed variables of
the had jets and the caljets was made using the Monte
Carlo samples. The matching between the cal and had
jets was based on the distance in the r / - ~b plane.
The pair of had-caljets closest in R = V/At/2 + A~b2
with R < 1 was considered to be matched. Unmatched
cal jets were counted as impurity and unmatched had
jets as inefficiency. The appropriate corrections are
discussed in the next section. From the comparison of
the reconstructed jet variables it is concluded that no
significant systematic shift in the angular variable ~e~tI
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(qgeetl ) with respect to r/Jheta ( ~he~d) is present, and that
the resolution in r/Jce~t
1 is 0.07 units of pseudorapidity
and in ~e~ is 5 °. On the other hand, the transverse
energy of the cal jet underestimates that of the had
jets by an average amount of ~ 16% with a spread of
11%.
The Monte Carlo samples were used to determine
the transverse energy corrections to cal jets averaged
over the azimuthal angle of the jet. These corrections have been constructed as multiplicative factors,
C (E~teal,r/Jc~), which, when applied to the Er of the
cal jets give the 'corrected' transverse energies of the
jets, E~ t = C (E~tcal, ~c~tl) x E~tcal. As was mentioned
above, no correction is needed for ~jet (~jet ~ ~lc~).
The transverse energy correction computed with the
event samples of PYTHIA for values above 10 GeV
is approximately fiat as a function of E~tcal and varies
between 1.08 and 1.18 depending on ~JcetI. For E~,tcal
near threshold, E~tcal ~ 6 GeV, this correction procedure can give values as large as 1.40. Separate transverse energy corrections were also obtained using the
event samples of HERWlG. They are expected to be
slightly different from the corrections determined using the PYTHIA samples because the energy losses
and, consequently, the corrections, depend on the multiplicity and transverse momentum spectrum of the individual hadrons forming the jets. These features depend on the specific fragmentation scheme used and
on the flavour content of the final state partons produced by the generator. The consistency between the
various corrections has been checked by applying the
corrections obtained with a given generator to a sample of events from another generator. On the average,
the transverse energy of the had jet is recovered to
better than 4- 5%.
The correctness of the simulation of those aspects
of the detector which affect the energy losses in the
jets was checked by the following procedure. In the
central region, I~e~tll < 1, the momenta of the tracks in
the cal jet were used to determine the total transverse
,jettracks"Then,
energy carried by the charged part icles, E~,
it;,jet
/
I;,jet
the ratio -r. tracks/'-'Zcal Was formed, and the distributions of this ratio in the inclusive cal jet sample in data
and Monte Carlo simulations were compared. From
this comparison it was concluded that the energy scale
of the jets with [~jet I < 1 is correct to within 4- 5%.
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In the forward region, 1 < ~jet < 2, the energy scale
of the jets was studied using the transverse energy
imbalance in dijet events with one jet in the central
region and the other in the forward region. The comparison of the distributions of the ratio E~tcal (forward
jet)/E~tcal(central jet) in data and Monte Carlo samples showed that in the forward region the energy scale
of the jets is also correct to within 4- 5%.

5.2. Acceptance corrections to inclusive jet
distributions
The samples of Monte Carlo generated events of
resolved and direct processes were used to compute
the acceptance corrections to the inclusive jet distributions. These correction factors take into account the
efficiency of the trigger, the selection criteria and the
purity and efficiency of the jet reconstruction. In particular, these factors correct for the migration in the
variable Ym and yield cross sections for the true kinematic range 0.2 < y < 0.85. After the jet transverse
energy corrections, the purity is ~ 60% for jets at
threshold and increases rapidly as E~ t increases, being
greater than 90% for E~ t > 17 GeV. The efficiency
is ~ 60% for jets at threshold and is larger than 80%
for E~ t > 11 GeV. The differential cross sections are
then obtained by applying bin-by-bin corrections to
the inclusive jet distributions of the data sample in the
variables E~ t and r/jet. For this approach to be valid,
the uncorrected inclusive jet distributions in the data
must be described by the Monte Carlo simulations.
The predictions of the generators PYTHIA and HERWIG for the distributions before correction for acceptance were compared to the data for several choices
of the parton densities in the photon and proton and
for various combinations of the processes involved. A
good description of the E~ t and r/jet data distributions
by the Monte Carlo simulations is obtained only when
the contributions of both direct and resolved processes
are included.
The acceptance correction factors for the inclusive
jet cross section do'/d~ et (do'/dE~ t) vary between
0.90 and 1.17 (0.96 and 1.37) using the event samples
of PYTHIA with resolved and direct processes. The
dependence of these correction factors on the choice
of parametrisations of the parton densities in the photon and proton, fragmentation scheme and type of pro-
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cess was studied and found to be small. The resulting
differences are taken into account as contributions to
the total systematic uncertainty assigned to the measurements reported in the next section. In addition, the
dependence on the environment in which the jets are
embedded was studied by using the events generated
with the program POMPYT. The POMPYT program
simulates final states without colour flow between the
partons that undergo the hard scatter and the spectator
partons in the proton. Additional parton radiation is
suppressed due to the low centre-of-mass energy available in the parton-parton collision system. Thus the jet
environment is very different in non-diffractive events
simulated by P Y T H I A (or HERWlG) and diffractive
events simulated by POMPYT. The correction factors
varied by less than 10%, showing that they depend
very weakly on the jet environment.
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Using the selected data sample of jets and the
correction procedures described above, differential
jet cross sections in the kinematic region defined by
Q2 < 4 GeV 2 and 0.2 < y < 0.85 have been measured. These cross sections, do'/dr~ et and do'/dE~ t,
refer to jets at the hadron level with a cone radius
of one unit in 7 / - ~b space. We note that these cross
sections are for the reaction ep ---* jet + X. The cross
section dor/d~ jet has been measured in the r/jet range
between - 1 and 2 integrated over E~ t from three
different thresholds (E~ t > 8, 11 and 17 GeV). The
cross section do'/dEJTet has been measured in the E jet
range above 8 GeV integrated over two different 17jet
ranges ( - 1 < ~jet < 2 and - 1 < ~jet .< 1).
The results for dtr / d ~ et and d o / dE~ t are presented
in Figs. 2 to 4. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are also shown. A detailed study of the sources
contributing to the systematic uncertainties of the measurements was carried out [ 33,34]. They were classified into six groups (an average value of the systematic
uncertainty for each item is indicated in parentheses):
-Choice
of the patton densities in the proton
( M R S D _ and MRSD0) and photon (GRV and
LAC 1 ) for the generation of the PYTHIA Monte
Carlo samples ( ~ 0.2% for the proton and ~ 3%
for the photon).

Fig. 2. Measured differential ep cross section dtr/d~ et for inclusive jet production integrated over E~t > 8 GeV in the kinematic
region defined by Q2 < 4 GeV2 and 0.2 < y < 0.85 (black dots).
The thick error bars represent the statistical errors of the data, and
the thin error bars show the statistical and systematic errors -not
associated with the energy scale of the jets- added in quadrature.
The shaded band displays the uncertainty due to the energy scale
of the jets. For comparison, PYTHIA calculations including direct
(close-dotted line) and resolved plus direct processes for various parametrisations of the photon patton distributions (LACI,
solid line; GRV-HO, wide-dotted line; GS-HO, dot-dashed line;
ACFGP-HO(mc), dashed line) are also shown• In all cases, the
MRSD_ proton parton distributions have been used.
Simulation of either resolved or resolved plus direct
processes in the generation of the multihadronic final states by PYTHIA (,,~ 3%).
- Inclusion of a contribution from hard diffraction
processes simulated by P O M P Y T 45 to the nondiffractive event samples of P Y T H I A ( ~ 0.5%).
- Use of the HERWlG generator to evaluate the energy corrections to caljets and the correction factors
to the observed inclusive jet distributions ( ~ 7%).
- Variation of the absolute energy scale o f the caljets
by ± 5% to take into account the uncertainty of the
present description of the inactive material in front
of the C A L ( ~ 20%).
-

45The PYTHIA and POMPYT samples were added according to
the cross sections given by the generators.
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Fig. 3. Measured differential ep cross section do'/dr/jet for inclusive jet production integrated over E f t from three different thresholds (E~ t > 8, 11 and 17 GeV) in the kinematic region defined by
Q2 < 4 GeV 2 and 0.2 < y < 0.85. The thick error bars represent
the statistical errors of the data, and the thin error bars show the
statistical and systematic errors - n o t associated with the energy
scale of the j e t s - added in quadrature. The shaded bands indicate
the uncertainty due to the energy scale of the jets. For comparison,
PYTHIA calculations including resolved plus direct processes and
using the LAC1 (solid lines) or GRV-HO (wide-dotted lines) set
of photon patton parametdsations are also displayed. The PYTHIA
calculation for E~ t > 17 GeV including only direct processes
(close-dotted line) is also shown. In all cases, the MRSD_ set
of proton parton distributions has been used.

Uncertainties in the simulation of the trigger and
variation of the cuts used to select the data within
the ranges allowed by the comparison between data
and Monte Carlo simulations (,~ 5%).
The dominant source of systematic error is the uncertainty in the absolute energy scale of the cal jets. The
statistical errors on the measurements are indicated as
thick error bars in Figs. 2 to 4. The systematic uncertainties not associated with the energy scale of the jets
have been added in quadrature to the statistical errors
and are shown as thin error bars. The additional uncertainty due to the energy scale of the jets is shown
as a shaded band. We note that the systematic uncertainties have a large degree of correlation from bin to
bin. These systematic uncertainties are to be understood as the maximum possible error associated with
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Fig. 4. Measured differential ep cross section dtr/dE~r t for inclusive jet production integrated over two r/jet ranges ( - 1 < r/jet < 2
and - 1 < r/jet < 1; for the latter, both measurements and Monte
Carlo calculations have been multiplied by 0.1 ) in the kinematic
region defined by Q2 < 4 GeV 2 and 0.2 < y < 0,85 (solid
points). The thick error bars represent the statistical errors of the
data, and the thin error bars show the statistical and systematic
errors - n o t associated with the energy scale of the j e t s - added
in quadrature. The shaded bands indicate the uncertainty due to
the energy scale of the jets. For comparison, PYTHIA calculations including direct (close-dotted lines) and resolved plus direct
processes for various parametdsations of the photon patton distributions (LAC1, solid line; GRV-HO, wide-dotted line; GS-HO,
dot-dashed line; ACFGP-HO(mc), dashed line) are also shown. In
all cases, the MRSD_ proton parton distributions have been used•

-

each data point. In addition, there is an overall normalisation uncertainty of 3.3% from the luminosity
determination, which is not included.
The measured differential cross sections are compared to the absolute predictions of the PYTHIA generator including resolved plus direct processes with
a cutoff Prmin = 5 GeV/c. They have been obtained
by selecting had jets using the same jet algorithm
as for the data. The Monte Carlo calculations using
MRSD_ [25] for the proton and one of LAC1 [9],
GRV-HO [ 10], GS-HO [ 11 ] or ACFGP-HO(mc)
[ 12] for the photon parton distributions are compared
to our measurements in Figs. 2 to 4. The parton distributions in the proton and the photon are evaluated
at the hard scale set by the transverse momentum of
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the two outgoing partons, Qp2 = Or2 =/~2. These calculations involve the photon parton distributions at
02 scales up to ,,~1600 GeV 2 and fractional momenta
down to x r ~ 10 -2. These parametrisations of the
photon structure function differ mainly in their gluon
content. The LAC1 set contains a larger contribution
of gluons at low fractional momenta than the other
sets. These differences are reflected in the predicted
d o - / d j et in the forward region. The prediction based
on the LAC1 set increases for j e t > 1 whereas the
predictions based on the other sets remain relatively
constant in this region (see Fig. 2).
In F!g. 2, the measured r/jet distribution integrated
~jet
over "-r > 8 GeV is compared to the Monte Carlo
calculations using the sets of photon parton distributions mentioned above. The Monte Carlo calculation of d t r / d j et for the direct processes alone, which
does not involve the photon patton distributions, is
also shown. It can be seen that the direct processes
alon~ cannot describe the shape of the measured jet_
spectrum for j e t > 0 and that the resolved processes
dominate throughout the r/jet range studied. In contrast, the shape and normalisation of d t r / d j et of the
data are well described in the region - 1 < r/jet < I
by the LO QCD calculations of PYTHIA including
resolved and direct processes and using LAC1, GRVHO or ACFGP-HO(mc). The calculation using the set
GS-HO can be brought into agreement with the data
by an overall normalisation factor. This result does not
support the discrepancy of d t r / d j et with respect to
LO QCD calculations observed by the H1 Collaboration [35].
In the region 1 < r/jet < 2, the measured d t r / d j et
increases as j e t increases. Although only the calculation using the LAC 1 set gives a reasonable description
of this rise, it cannot be concluded that the rise is due
to the abundance of low x r gluons in the photon. As
was observed in the jet profiles (see Section 5), there
is a significant excess of transverse-energy density in
the data with respect to the Monte Carlo expectations
for jets in the region 1 < j e t < 2. This excess is located outside of the jet in the forward direction, i.e.
A r / > 1. The origin of this extra transverse energy is
unclear, but one consequence might be that the transverse energy of the very forward jets is enhanced, and
these jets, which otherwise would have not satisfied
E~ t > 8 GeV, contribute to the cross section.

The behaviour of the measured do'/dr/J et as the
EJret threshold increases ( E f t > 8, 11 and 17 GeV)
is shown in Fig. 3. The increase of the measured
d o ' / d j et in the very forward region observed for
EJTet > 8 GeV is not present for higher E f t thresholds.
The Monte Carlo calculations including both resolved
and direct processes and using any of the sets of photon parton distributions discussed above describe well
the shape and magnitude of the measurements for the
two highest E~ t thresholds over the entire j e t range
(only the calculations done with LAC1 or GRV-HO
are shown in Fig. 3). Thus, the discrepancies between
the measurements and the LO QCD predictions are
restricted to low /;,jet
~T ' very forward jets. In order to
understand the agreement at higher ~jet
~T values, the
~jet
jet profiles for the same ~
r thresholds have been
studied (not shown). The excess of transverse energy
density at A t / > 1 observed in the data with respect
~,jet
to the Monte Carlo expectations decreases as "~r
increases, but it is still present for the very forward
jets. In addition, the relative importance of the possible extra contribution gets smaller as higher ~jet
~T
values are considered. As a result the effects on the
cross section become less important. It is yet to be
seen whether higher order QCD calculations in our
kinematic regime will account for the discrepancies
in the very forward, low E~ t region.
The comparison of the measured cross section for
EJret > 17 GeV to the Monte Carlo calculation of direct processes alone (see Fig. 3) shows that even at
17jet
these ~
r values the direct processes cannot describe
the shape of the measured distribution and that the resolved processes still give the larger contribution to
jet production. This result together with the successful
comparisons between the measured d o ' / d j et for the
two highest E f t thresholds and the Monte Carlo calculations including resolved and direct processes show
that LO QCD gives reasonable descriptions in this new
kinematic regime of the structure of the photon.
In Fig. 4, the measured cross sections, do'/dEJ~ t,
integrated over two ~jet ranges ( - 1 < r/jet < 2 and
- 1 < j e t < 1) are compared to the Monte Carlo
calculations. The contributions from direct processes
alone cannot reproduce the shapes of the data, although they become increasingly important as ~~.,jret increases. In contrast, the predictions including both resolved and direct processes give a good description
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of the measured cross sections. For the range - 1 <
fret < 2 the predictions using any of the sets of photon parton distributions considered describe the shape
and normalisation of the measurements in the region
E~et > 11 GeV. The agreement between the predictions
in this region is due to the fact that at these high E~ t
values the calculations involve the photon parton distributions at high x r values, where existing measurements combined with the standard evolution equations
i~,jet
impose tight constraints. At the lowest "-'r
point, the
predictions using GS-HO or ACFGP-HO(mc) fall below the data whereas LAC1 or GRV-HO agree with
the data. However, the caveat related to the jet profiles
(see above) prevents us from drawing a firm conclusion concerning this l o w e s t E~ t data point. The reason is that the discrepancies observed at this E~ t point
are related to those seen in the measured d o / d ~ et for
EJTet > 8 GeV at r/jet > 1. Fig. 4 shows that they are
not present at higher E~ t values, as was also discussed
in connection with Fig. 3. This can also be seen in the
comparison of the measured do-/dE~ t integrated over
- 1 < ~jet <~ 1 to the Monte Carlo calculations. The
agreement between the first data point and the predictions is better when the range - 1 < ~jet < 1 is considered. These results extend the agreement with LO
QCD calculations of do-/dE~ t reported in [ 14] to the
l~'jet values, l~'jet
tWO 17jet ranges and high "~r
"-'r = 41 GeV,
measured here.

roughly to - 3 < ~et(3~p CMS) < 0. These measurements probe a new kinematic regime of the partonic
structure of the photon, which involves scales up to
(E~t) 2 ~300 GeV 2 and fractional momenta down to
x r ~ 10 -2. These cross sections could be directly
compared to higher order QCD calculations, where
the theoretical framework is well understood [6],
but no results are currently available for our range of
kinematic variables.
Leading logarithm parton shower Monte Carlo calculations using the predictions of currently available
parametrisations of the photon parton distributions are
compared to the measured jet cross sections. It is
shown that contributions from the resolved processes
are essential in describing the ~et-spectrum for the
different ~jet
"-'r thresholds studied. For the lowest threshold (E~ t > 8 GeV) the data show an increase in the
region 1 < r]jet ( 2 which is not reproduced by some
of the calculations. For higher thresholds the calculations describe well the measured cross sections in the
~,jet
entire ~et range. The measured "-'r cross sections exhibit the exp~ted behaviour given by LO QCD up to
the highest E~ t values studied. Except for the region
of very forward, low .t-,
~jet
T jets, these measurements are
fully consistent with LO QCD in this new kinematic
regime of the structure of the photon.

7. Summary and conclusions

We thank the DESY Directorate for their strong
support and encouragement. The remarkable achievements of the HERA machine group were essential for
the successful completion of this work and are greatly
appreciated.

Measurements of the differential cross sections
for inclusive jet photoproduction in ep collisions at
= 296 GeV using the data collected by ZEUS
in 1993 are presented.. The ep jet cross sections,
dtr/d~ et and dtr/dE~ t, refer to jets at the hadron
level with a cone radius of one unit in r / - ff space.
These cross sections are given in the kinematic region
defined by Q2 < 4 GeV 2 and 0.2 < y < 0.85. The
cross section do'/drl jet has been measured in the ~jet
range between - 1 and 2 integrated over E~ t from various thresholds (E~ t > 8, 11 and 17 GeV). The cross
section do'/dEJ~ t has been measured in the ~T
~jet range
between 8 GeV and 41 GeV integrated over two 17jet
ranges ( - 1 < r/jet < 2 and - 1 < ~et < 1). The r/jet
range studied in the ep laboratory frame corresponds
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